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หนวยการเรียนรูที่ 1 Me & My Familyเรื่อง Bedtime Story เรื่องยอยที่ 2 Put on the Puppet Show
ใบความรู Goldilocks and the Three Bears
Once upon a time in the middle of the woods,
There were three bears.
One was a Papa bear,
One was a Mama bear,
One was a Baby bear.
Along came the girl with the golden curls.
She knocked on the door but no one was there.
So she walked right in because she didn't care.
Home, home, home, came the Papa bear,
Home, home, home, came the Mama bear,
Home, home, home, came the Baby bear.
(Change voice with each bear.)
" Someone ate my porridge!," said the Papa bear. (Use deep voice.)
"Grrrrrrrr!" (Make claws of hands.)
"Someone ate my porridge!," said the Mama bear. (Use soft voice.)
"Ahhhhhhh!" (Put hands to face in shock.)
"Someone ate my soup! ," said the Baby bear. (Use high, squeaky
voice.)
Hmmmmmph!" (Cross arms across chest and make pouting face.)
"Someone sat in my chair!," said the Papa bear. "Grrrrrrrrr!"
"Someone sat in my chair!," said the Mama bear. "Ahhhhhhh!"
"Someone broke my seat!," said the Baby bear. "Hmmmmmph!"
"Someone slept in my bed!," said the Papa bear. "Grrrrrrrrr!"
"Someone slept in my bed!," said the Mama bear. "Ahhhhhhhh!"
"Someone is still in my bed!," said the Baby bear. Hmmmmmph!"
(Change to a whisper.)
Just then Goldilocks woke up. (Scream)"Aaaaahhhhhhhhh!"
She jumped out of bed,
And she ran out of there!
"Bye, bye, bye," said the Papa bear.
"Bye, bye, bye," said the Mama bear.
"Hey, hey, hey," said the Baby bear. "This is the end of our tale."
ปรับจาก http://www.esl4kids.net/chants/threebears.html
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หนวยการเรียนรูที่ 1 Me & My Family เรื่อง Bedtime Story เรื่องยอยที่ 2 Put on the Puppet Show
ใบงาน Make a Paper Bag Puppet
ขั้นตอนการทํากิจกรรม ระบายสี ตัดภาพติดบนถุงกระดาษแลวนํามาเชิดหุน
Instructions: Colour, cut and paste then put on a puppet show.
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หนวยการเรียนรูที่ 1 Me & My Family เรื่อง Bedtime Story เรื่องยอยที่ 2 Put on the Puppet Show
ใบงาน Make a Paper Bag Puppet (ตอ)

